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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
In this paper, we study the abstract Cauchy problem 
d 
d--t (x(t) - Lxt) = Aox(t) + F(t, xt), for t > 0, 
xo = 9~ • CE, 
(i) 
where A0 : D(Ao) C E --* E is a linear operator, E is a Banach space, CE := C([-r ,  O], E); r > O, 
L is a continuous linear operator from C~ into E, F is a function from [0, T] x CE, T > 0 into E, 
and for x 6 C([-r ,  b], E), b > 0, and t E [0, b], the function xt denotes the element of CE defined 
by xt(8) = x(t + 0), for 8 E [-r ,  0]. It is well known that if A0 is the infinitesimal generator of a 
C0-semigroup of bounded linear operators in E and under some conditions on F and L (see, for 
example, [1,2]), the classical semigroup theory ensures the well posedness of problem (1). 
In [3], we considered system (1) in the case where F is linear, L : ~ --* B~(- r ) ,  with B 6 £(E)  
and A0 satisfying the usual Hille-Yosida conditions except the density of D(Ao) into E (see 
Definition 4). A natural generalized notion of the solution was provided by the integral solutions. 
The basic existence and uniqueness result was given and the solution was shown to generate an 
integrated semigroup. In this paper, we assume the following. 
(Hi) A0 satisfies the Hille-Yosida condition on E (without being densely defined). 
n (H2) L : Us --* E is defined by L~ = Lo~ + E j=I  B j~( -h j ) ,  for all ~o 6 CE, where range 
(L) C D(Ao), Lo is a continuous linear operator from CE into E such that ILL011 < 1, 
0 < hi < ... < hn = r are given real numbers, and Bj • £(E) ,  j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
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(Ha) F is a continuous function from [0,T] x CE, T > 0, into E and there exists a positive 
constant K0 such that [[F(t,~l) - F(t, qa2)[[ _< K0[[qoi - qo2[I, for t • [0, T], ~1,~2 • CE. 
There are many examples in concrete situations where evolution equations are not densely 
defined. Only hypothesis (H1) holds. One can refer to [3] or [4] for more details and [5] for another 
approach in the case of partial F.D.E. Nondensity occurs, in many situations, from restrictions 
made on the space where the equation is considered (for example, periodic continuous functions, 
HSlder continuous functions) or from boundary conditions (e.g., the space C i with null value on 
the boundary is nondense in the space of continuous functions). 
Our objective in this paper is to prove existence, uniqueness, and regularity of solutions and 
to give a natural generalization of previous related results [1,3,6]. 
We now give a short review of the theory of integrated semigroups. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [7].) Let X be a Banach space. A family (S(t))t>o C £(X)  is called an 
integrated semigroup ff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) S(0) = 0; 
(ii) for any x • X,  S(t)x is a continuous function of t  >_ 0 with values in X;  and 
(iii) for any t, s >_ O, S(s)S(t)  = fo(S( t  + r) - S(T)) d'r. 
DEFINITION 2. (See [7].) An operator A is called a generator of an integrated semigroup, if there 
exists w • R such that (w, +c~) C p(A), and there exists a strongly continuous exponentially 
bounded family (S(t))t>o of linear bounded operators such that S(O) = 0 and (hi  - A) -1 = 
fo +~ e-XtS(t) dt for all A > w. 
DEFINITION 3. (See [8].) An integrated semigroup ( S( t ) )t>o is cal/ed locally Lipschitz continuous, 
ff for all 7- > O, there exists a constant k(r) > 0 such that 
I IS(t)  - s (s ) l l  < k( -)lt - s[, for  al l  t, s • [0, r ] .  
In this case, we know from [8], that (S(t))t>0 is exponentially bounded. 
DEFINITION 4. (See [8].) We say that a linear operator A satisfies the Hifle-Yosida condition 
(HY) if there exist M >_ 0 and w • R such that (w, +oo) C p(A) and 
I I (a I -  n • N, A > < M. (HY) 
THEOREM 5. (See [8].) The following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) A is the generator of a locally Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroup. 
(ii) A satisfies the condition (HY). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
DEFINITION 6. We say that a function u : [-r, T] --* E is an integral solution of equation (1) if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) u 6 C([ - r ,T] ,E) ;  
(ii) fo U(S)ds 6 D(Ao), fort  • [0,T]; and 
(iii) u(t) = Lut + ~(0) - L~ + Ao(f  o u(s) ds) + fo f ( s ,  u,) ds, for 0 < t < T, uo = ~. 
DEFINITION 7. We say that a function x : f -r ,  T] --* E is a strict solution of equation (1) ff 
(i) x(t) - Lxt • C1([0, T], E) N C([0, T], D(Ao)), 
(ii) x satisfies equation (1) on [0, T], and 
(iii) x0 = ~. 
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REMARK 1. 
(1) Theorem 5 shows that A0 is the generator of a locally Lipschitz continuous integrated 
semigroup (S0(t))t>0 on E and we have IiS0(t)II _< Moe ~°t, for t _> 0. 
(2) The condition (H2) implies that AoL is a bounded linear operator on CE. 
(3) If u is an integral solution of equation (1), then for all t • [0, T], u(t) • D(Ao), in particular 
~a(O) • D(Ao). 
(4) If x is an integral solution of (1) such that t ~ x(t) - Lx, • CI([O,T],E) or C([0, T], 
D(Ao)), then x is a strict solution of (1). 
Now we state the first result. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that (Hi), (H2), and (Ha) hold. Let qa • CE such that ~(0) • D(Ao). 
Then, equation (1) has a unique integra/solution u given by 
 fo' u(t) = Lu, + S'0(t)(~o(0 ) - L~) + -~ So(t - s) ((AoL)us + F (s, us)) ds, for t • [0, T], 
where (S0(t)),>0 is the integrated semigroup on E generated by Ao. 
For proving this theorem, we need the following general result. 
LEMMA 9. Let (U(t)),>_o be a locally Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroup on a Banach 
space E and G : [0, T] --* E (T > 0), a Bochner-integrable function. Then, the function K : 
[0, T] --* E defined by K(t)  = fo V(t - s)G(s)ds is continuously digferentiable on [0, T] and 
dK t t satisfies [-~V( )[E --< 2k fg [G(s)[Eds, for t • [O,T], where k := k(T) is the Lipschitz constant of 
U (.) on [0, T]. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 9. It is immediate that, for t,T • [0,T], 




]g(t) - g(~')l ~ < 2k I t - r I ]G(s)I E ds. 
dO 
Consequently, g is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T]. Since el(f0, T], E) is dense in LI(0, T, E) with 
respect o the Ll-norm, it follows that there exists a sequence (G,) ,eN, G,  • CI([0, T], E) which 
converges to G in LI(0,T, E). 
For each n • N, let K ,  be the function defined by K,~(t) = f~ V(s)G,~(t - s) ds, for t • [0, T]. 
This shows that Kn • CI([0, T], E), for n • N, and satisfies 
I .~n -- K iL ip  <_ 2k IGn - GILl , for n 6 N.  
But, CI([0, T], E) is a closed subspace of Lip(f0, T], E). We conclude that K 6 CI([0, T], E), and 
satisfies 
(t) _< 2k IG(s)ls ds, for t • [0, T]. l 
E 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8. It follows immediately form (H2) that equation (1) can be written as 
d 
d-~ (x(t) - Lxt) = Ao (x(t) - Lxt) + (AoL) xt + F(t, xt), for t > 0, (2) 
xo =~•CE.  
In conjunction with this system, we consider an integrated form given by 
x(t) = Lxt + S~(t) (~(0) - L~o) + ~ So(t - s) ((AoL) xa + F(s, xs)) ds, (3) 
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for t _> 0, and x(t )  = ~a(t), for t • [-r, 0]. Let 0 < To <_ T. Consider the set 
S~ = {x • C([ - r ,  To],E): x(8) = ~o(8), for 8 • [-r, 0]}. 
S~ is a closed subset of C([ - r ,  To], E). Let H be the operator defined on C([ - r ,  To], E) by 
d for H(x)( t )  = Lxt + S~(t)(~a(0) - L~a) + -~ So(t - s) ((AoL) xs + F (s, xs)) ds, 
i f t  • [0,To] and H(x)( t )  = ~o(t) i f t  • I-r,  0]. 
It follows immediately that H(S~) C S~, and for x, y • S~, t • [0, To], 
d for (Hx - Hy)(t )  = L (xt - Yt) + "~ So(t - s) ((AoL) (xs - Ys) (F (s, xs) - F (s, Ys))) ds. 
First, we choose To _< hi. Then, we obtain L(xt -Y t )  = Lo(xt -Y t ) ,  for t • [0, To]. By Lemma 9, 
we deduce that, for t • [0, To], 
d/or (Hx - Hy)( t )  = Lo (xt - Yt) ÷ "~ So(t - s) ((AoL) (x8 - Ys) + (F (s, xs) - F (s, Ys))) ds. 
So, we obtain 
[(Hx - Hy)  (t)l <_ [[[LoH + 2kTo (IIAoLH + Ko)] [Ix - y[], for t • [0, To], 
where [Ix - YH denotes the supnorm on [-r, To] and k := k(T) is the Lipschitz constant of So(.) 
on [0,T]. Let To be a constant such that HLo[I + 2kTo(]]AoL][ + Ko) < 1 and 0 < To _< hi. Then, 
H is a strict contraction in S~. So, H has one and only one fixed point u in S~. We conclude 
that equation (1) has one and only one integral solution which is defined on the interval I-r,  To] 
and satisfies 
u(t) = Lut + S~(t)(~o(0) - L~o) + ~ So(t - s) ((AoL) u, + F(s,  u,))  ds. 
If To = T, the proof is complete. If this is not the case, we can repeat the previous argument on 
[-r,  T1], where T1 = rain{To + hi, T}, with the initial condition x(t) = u(t), for t • [To - r, To]. 
In this case, it is easy to see that, for t • [To, T1], we have 
x(t) = Lxt + S~ (t - To) (u(t) - Lut) + -~ So(t - s) ((AoL) x8 + F (s, xs)) ds. 
We also have 
L(xt - Yt) = Lo(xt - Yt), for t • [0, T1]. 
We remark that IILoH + 2k(Tl - To)([[AoL H + Ko) < 1. We obtain in such a way an integral 
solution on [-r,  T1]. 
If Tt < T, we can repeat the previous argument. At the end, we obtain an integral solution of 
problem (1) defined on [-r,  T]. | 
THEOREM 10. Assume that (H1), (H2), and (H3) hold, F : [0,T] × CE --* E is continuously 
differentiable, and there exist constants K1, K2 > 0 such that 
][DtF(t,~o) - DtF(t,~P)[ I <_ K1 []~o - ¢]1 and IID~F(t,~o) - D~F(t ,¢) I  [ _< K2 ]1~o - ¢11, 
for all t • [0, T] and ~, ¢ • C~, 
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where DtF and D~F denote the derivatives. Then, for given ~ E C~ such that ~(0) E D(Ao), 
~v' E CE, ~o'(0) E D( Ao), and ¢p'(O) = L~o' + Ao~o(O)+ F(O, ¢p), the integra/solution u : [-r, T] ~ E 
of equation (1), such that uo = ~ is the un/que strict solution of equation (1). 
PROOF. We know from Theorem 8 that equation (1) has a unique integral solution u which is 
given, for 0 < t < T, by 
u (t) = Lut + S~ (t) (~o (0) - L~o) + ~ So (t - s) ((AoL) Us + F (s, Us)) ds. (4) 
Since ~o(0) E D(Ao), then ~o(0) - L~o E D(Ao) and we deduce that 
S~ (t) (~o (0) - LV) = ~o (0) - L~o + So(t) (Ao~ (0) - (AoL) ~). 
So, u can be written as 
u (t) = Lut + ~ (0) - L~ + So(t) (Ao~o (0) - (AoL) ~) + -~ So (t - s) ((AoL) us + F (s, us)) ds. 
Consider the following Cauchy problem: 
d 
d-'t (y (t) - Lyt) = Aoy (t) + OfF  (t, ut) + D~f  (t, ut) Yt, for 0 < t < T, (5) 
Yo = ~'. 
By assumptions on ~, we know that ~v' E CE and ~v'(0) E D(Ao). Theorem 8 implies that 
equation (5) has a unique integral solution y which is given by y0 = ~v' and for t E [0, T] 
y (t) = Lyt + S'o (t) (~o' (0) - L~v') 
dr' + gi so (t - s) ((AoL) ys + D~F (s, us) + D,,F (s, us) Us) as. 
Let w : [-r ,  T] ~ E be the function defined by 
t 
! ~(O)+foy(s )ds '  fo r0<t<T,  
w(t) 
L (t), for - r<t<0.  
We will show that u = w on [0, T]. 
Using the expression (6) and the expressions satisfied by % we obtain, for 0 < t < T, 
w(t) = L (wt) + ~o(O) - L~o + So (t) (Ao~ (0) + F (0, ~) ) 
£ + So( t - s ) ( (AoL)ys+DtF(s ,  us)+D~,F(s ,  us)ys) ds. 
It follows that, for 0 < t < T, 




~0 t - So (t - s) ((AoL) ys + DtF (s, Ws) + D~F (s, Ws) Ys) ds. 
Consider the functions zl and z2 defined on [0, 2"] by 
zl(t) =u( t ) -  Lut and z2( t )=w(t ) -  Lwt. 
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First, we take t E [0, hi]. We obtain 
z~( t ) - z2( t )  = ~ So( t - s ) ( (AoL) (us  -ws)+F(s ,  us ) - f ( s ,  ws)) as 
/o' - So (t - s) (DtF (s, us) - D~F (s, ws)) a~ 
- So (t - ~) (D~,F (~, ~s) - D~,f  (~, ws)) ys es. 
If we put 
c=max(  sup IIS0(s)H, sup sup ly (s ) [ ) ,  
\O~_s~_T -r<s<T 
we obtain IZl(t) - z2 ( t ) l  <_ 7 fo Ilus -wa l l  ds, where 7 = 2k([IAonll + Ko) + cg l  + c2K2. On 
the other hand, we have u = w in I - r ,  0] and L(ut - wt) = Lo(ut - wt), for t e [0, hi]. Then, 
we obtain Ilut - wtll <_ IILollllut -wt [ I  + 7 fo [I us -wan ds. The condition IILoll < 1 implies that 
Ilut - wdl _< (7/(1 - ILL011)) f~ Ilu, - wall ds. By Gronwall 's inequality, we conclude that  ut = wt, 
for t e [0, hl]. 
Repeating the same procedure in [hi, 2hl], [2hl, 3hl],. • •, ~Vhl, (p+ 1)hi], we obtain that  u = w 
on I - r ,  T]. So, t ---* u(t) - Lut is continuously differentiable on [0, T] and u is the unique strict 
solution of (1) on [ -r ,T] .  | 
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